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and other ancient continental rifts 
Mary Lou Zoback 
Branch of Seisinology, U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California 
Randall M. Richardson 
Southern Arizona Seismic Observatory, Department of Geosciences, University of Arizona, Tucson 
.•bstract. The state of stress in the vicinity of old continental rifts is examined to 
investigate he possibility that crustal structure associated with ancient rifts (specifically a 
dense rift pillow in the lower crust) may modify substantially the regional stress field. Both 
shallow (2.0-2.6 km depth) breakout data and deep (20-45 km depth) crustal earthquake 
focal mechanisms indicate a N to NNE maximum horizontal compression in the vicinity of 
the Paleozoic Amazonas rift in central Brazil. This compressive stress direction is nearly 
perpendicular to the rift structure and represents a ---75 ørotation relative to a regional 
E-W compressive stress direction in the South American plate. Elastic two-dimensional 
finite element models of the density structure associated with the Amazonas rift (as 
inferred from independent gravity modeling) indicate that elastic support of this dense 
feature would generate horizontal rift-normal compressional stresses between 60 and 12() 
MPa, with values of 80-100 MPa probably most representative of the overall structure. 
The observed ---75 ø stress rotation constrains the ratio of the regional horizontal stress 
difference to the rift-normal compressive stress to be between 0.25 and 1.0, suggesting that 
this rift-normal stress may be from 1 to 4 times larger than the regional horizontal stress 
difference. A general expression for the modification of the normalized local horizontal 
shear stress (relative to the regional horizontal shear stress) shows that the same ratio of 
the rift-normal compression relative to the regional horizontal stress difference, which 
controls the amount of stress rotation, also determines whether the superposed stress 
increases or decreases the local m•imum horizontal shear stress. The potential for fault 
reactivation of ancient continental rifts in general is analyzed considering both the local 
stress rotation and modification of horizontal shear stress for both thrust and strike-slip 
stress regimes. In the Amazonas rift case, because the observed stress rotation only weakly 
constrains the ratio of the regional horizontal stress difference to the rift-normal 
compression t  be between 0.25 and 1.0, our analysis inconclusive b cause the resultant 
normalized horizontal shear stress may be reduced (for ratios >0.5) or enhanced {for 
ratios <0.5). Additional information isneeded on all three stress magnitudes to predict 
how achange in horizontal shear stress directly influences the likelihood offaulting in the 
thrust-faulting stress regime in the vicinity of the Amazonas rift. A rift-normal stress 
assx•ciated with the seismically active New Madrid ancient rift may be sufficient to rotate 
the horizontal stress field consistent with strike-slip faults parallel to the axis of the rift, 
although this results in a 20-40% reduction i the local horizontal styear stress within the 
seismic zone. Sparse stress data in the vicinity of the seismically quiescent Midcontinent 
rift of the central United States uggest a stress tate similar to that of New Madrid, with 
the local horizontal shear stress potentially reduced by its much as 60%. Thus the markedly 
different levels of seismic activity associated with these two subparallel ancient rifts is 
probably due to other factors than stress perturbations due to dense rift pillows. The 
mtvdeling a danalysis here demonstrate that rill-normal compressire t sses areit significant 
source of stress acting on the lithosphere and th. at in some cases ma) be a contributing 
factor to the association f intraplate seismicity with old zones of continental extension. 
Introduction 
Analyses of tectonic correlations in regions of intraplate 
•seismicity invariably show acorrelation with "ancient continen- 
tal rift zones" or other crustal zones with a histo• of exten- 
C'o,D, right 1t•96 by the American Geophy'sical Union. 
Paper number t•5JB03250. 
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sional tectonics [Basham, 1989; Johnston,198t1; Johnston •tnd 
K2.mtor, 199t•; Mitchell el al., 195tl I. This correlation bct•'een 
riff zones and intraplate seismicity is commonly attributed to 
reactivation of "preexisting zones of weakness" associated with 
rifting. An additional possibility isthat crustal structure asso- 
ciated •,ith ancient rifts may actually modity the regional stress 
field and increase the likelihood of [ailure. Seismic refraction 
investigatitms ctm•monly •ndicate the presence tff a h•gh- 
545• 
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density lo,aer crustal bod• (l ,,, := 7. '• 7,5 km/s, p 3(R1•!- 
31{}•} kg, m• beneath both some modern and most ancient 
continental rifts [,•l•(mcv ctal., l t)83]. This so called "rift pil- 
1o•" x•ith a P x•axe velocity intermediate between normal 
k•wer crustal and upper mantle velocities, probably represents 
marie magmatic h•trusion into the lower crust during rift for- 
marion. In ancient (failed) rifts lhe excess mass of the pillow is 
frozen into the 1o•'er crust and must be supported by the 
strength of the cooled l•thosphere, inducing deviatoric stresses 
•n the plate. The induced stress ct•nsists of bending stresses, 
which are likely to dominate, and isostatic buoyancy stresses 
associated with deflected densit• interfaces. Support of the rift 
pillow should cause compression perpendicular to the rift in 
the upper part of the l•thosphere. 
The Paleozcfic Amazonas rift in central Brazil appears to be 
an example of an ancient riff which is significantly modi•'ing 
the current regional stress field, causing a roughly 90 ø rotation 
of the horizontal stresses. This "rotated" local stress field ap- 
pears to have generated two moderate-sized (mr, = 5. I and 
5.5) intraplatc thrust events in the last 30 years. The purpose of 
the Amazonas rift modeling in this paper is to establish that 
buried loads can generate significant s resses perpendicular to
the rift axis. The results are used to evaluate active seismic 
deformation in terms of the superposition f the "rift pillow" 
stresses on the regional tectonic stress field in the South Amer- 
ican plate. Finally, we generalize the stress effect of a dense rift 
pillow on both stress orientation and relative magnitude, then 
apply the results to two additional ancient continental rifts in 
the North American plate, the New Madrid (Reelfoot) and 
Midcontinent rifts. 
Regional Stress Field and Tectonic Setting 
of the Amazonas Rift 
Figure I sho•a's maximum horizontal stress (Su•. .. .... ) orienta- 
tions for the northern part of the South American plate deter- 
mined from earthquake focal mechanisms, well bore break- 
outs, and timIt slip data [.4ssumlyt'•o, 1992; 31etWer tal., 1992]. 
The data shown arc from the World Stress Map database 
[Zoback, 1992] supplemented with some new focal mechanism 
solutions [.4ssump•'bo and .4raton, 1993: .4ssumpq'8o, 1994; Fer- 
reira et al.. 1994; l."?h,s•, et al., 1t•'941. The data (particularly 
focal mechanism data between 15':'S and 2.5•'S) suggest that an 
E-W S• ...... direction appears to dominate the continental por- 
tion of the South American plate (including the high Andes). 
with the possible exception of the Atlantic oastal region and 
central Brazil. Stress pcrturbatkm in the coastal region may be 
related to passive margin normal extensional stresses due to 
the extremely steep continental s ope [.4ssttmt¾•o, 1t}921. As 
seen in Figure 1, the stress regime in the high Andes is exten- 
sional (N-S extension. E.-W St•,,•,,.,), •hercas del•}rmation in the 
rest of thc plate is dominantly compressional, as indicated by 
primarily thrust and a fc• strikc-,iip earthquakes. 
The E-W compressi•c stress regime in the interior of the 
South American plate can be explained as a result of plate 
driving forces acting t•n tl•c getm•ctry of the plate. Ridge push 
fi.•rccs. absolute plate n•t}ticm (which ma> result in basal drag 
forces), alld convergent tk:•rces along ti•e •'estern margin all 
trend approximately E-%' ['e.g., A..•'xuml•q'i•'.•, 1992]. Stefitnick 
and .ltmb' [1t!92] m{•dclcd the stress lickl within the South 
American pli•tc and delcrmined that the t•bscmcd stress ori- 
entati,ms were be,st nmtcl•cd I•y models incorporating ridge 
pus!"•, mint•r slab pull at the Sct•tia and Caribbean arcs (soutl• 
and north boundaries of plate), and trench suction ear 
western coast. balanced by plate drag. Meijer and l[brtel [ 
considering only torques and not stresses. concluded that basal 
drag could play a role in addition to ridge and other forcc• 
acting on the South American plate. The stress indicators for 
the Andean region have a reD' uniform E-W orientation, 
in the presence of several potential perturbing factors uch 
the variable strike of the Andean range, segmentation f the 
underlying subducted lithosphere, and the subduction of asei,. 
mic ridges [.4ssump•'&:•, 1992]. Richardson andCobh'ntz [ l'9,t•4[ 
have used the uniform E-W S, ..... orientation to argue for .•i 
distant process origin for the Andean stress field, such as ridge 
push. 
In the context of the predicted long-wavelength E-W corn. 
pressive stress field in the South American plate, it is interest- 
ing to note the approximately 90 ø rotation of stress orientations 
in central Brazil from both well bore breakout analysis and 
earthquake focal mechanisms (Figure 1). This rotation c•cur• 
in the vicinity of the Amazonas rift, which is believed to ha•c 
formed in response to a co.ntinental rifting event which 
curred bem, een Ordovician and Permian time (505-245 
[Nunn and Aires, 1988]. Transecting the South American era. 
ton, this roughly E-W trending rift zone is one of the world', 
largest continental rifts; its rift basin controls the present-da} 
drainage of the Amazon River. 
Both the earthquake focal mechanisms and well bore brca. 
kouts in the vicinity of the rift consistently indicate N to NNE 
S•,., ... orientations, despite the vew different depth inte•al, 
sampled by these two stress indicators. The two available 
mechanisms are shown on Figure 1: both show nearly pure 
thrust or reverse faulting on approximately E-W trending 
planes, implying an approximately N-S S• ...... orientation {De- 
cember 14, 1963, m•, = 5.1, azimuth/plunge of P axis = 
14ø/10 = and T axis = •aa"/toø' August 5, I t•'"'"' 
azimuth/plunge of P ttxis 329ø/7 • and T axis = ' ....... = 184 •.•<_ 
[,4ssttmp•'ao and Smm?z, 1988]. Both events occurred along 
northern margin of the Amazonas rift and are anomalou,sl• 
deep (23 km and 45 km, respectively) for intraplate seismicit• 
Analysis of breakouts from four petroleum exploration well5 
the west within the overlying basin sediments (depth range 
2.{1-2.6 km) yield a mean St• ...... orientation ofN15 •' • 
[ll."•,ller, 19t•3] ('Fable 1), suggesting that this approximatel5 
maximum lmrizontal compressional stress occurs throug!•ot•t 
the entire brittle crust. An additional NNE S•t ..... orientati0r• 
was inferred from breakouts in the Potiguar basih north of 
Amazonas rift [Cox, 1983, also written communication, 
The analysis was done during a field visit; a total of 35 break- 
outs were measured, but there is no record of whether the 
information comes from a single or multiple wells, or 
representative it is of the basin in general. 
Perhaps the most striking eophysical characteristic •'• tt'•c 
Amazonas rift is a chain of Bouguer gravity highs 
mately +4t} to +90 regal) which roughly coincide with the 
of maximum sediment thickness [Nuuu and Aires, lt•8$ '} 
gravity highs are ttanked on either side by gravity !t•s 
approximately -40 regal. Nunn a•ut Aires [1t•88] modeled 
observed gravity and demonstrated that the large grax it> 
could be explained by a steep-sided zone of higl• dcnsit• it• 
lower crust yawing t'mm 10•} to 2{}{} km in width. The 
lows were related to the much broader rift basin fill amt 
effects ol' crustal downwarping. Nittin aml ,4ires [1988[ 
eluded that in th•s region the lower continental crust had 
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Figure 1. Stress map of northern South America plotted on a ba..,e of axerage topograph• •ho•ing n•aximun• 
horizontal •trcss directions from the • t,rld Stress Map database .,rid fi•cal mechanisms fi•r central Brazil 
earthquakes (see text l•r rctZ'rcnces). Stress orientations indicating ,,n extensional •trc•$ region are plotted 
with dashed lines: data indicating a strike-slip or thrust stres regime are shown as solid lines. I inc lengths of 
stress data are proportional to qualit 5 (A-C data plotted: see t•back [1992] for description ot qualit5 
ranking). The Amazonas rift basin is outlined in a thin !inc, and the modeled portion of the under bing ritt 
pillow is indicated by thick black lines. Dashed lines labeled B. B' and C, C' indicate the location of the profiles 
usd in the linitc clement modeling. 
intruded replaced by more dense material to more than half its 
original thickncs,s of 45-50 km. 
The high-density. !ox•cr crustal rift pillow probabl5 inittall) 
tormcd bcncalh the Amazonas rill during the rifting episode 
•hen it x•,,• i•ostatically balanced (at !c:•st in part) b) thinned 
mantle lithosphere..Xftcr rifting ended, the lithosphere grad- 
ud!lx ct•olcd and thickened; the load of the rilt pillo• must 
then have been staticall 5 •upported b) the bending qrcngth of 
linc lithosphere and. in fact. could have contributed t(, postrill 
subsidence. Fhc superposition l ,t local stmrce o1' airess due t• 
the fllt pillow upon a regional stress field ma 5 also be m•por- 
rant for rtnating principal stresses [c.g., .St.utct, lg9{}; o!•aC•, 
it "•21. 
•!odeling •}f the Riff Pilh}•s Stress Efl¾ct 
Wc u.,,cd purcl) cla-,tic tx•o-dimcnsional finite clement mt•d- 
cling to estimate the h•cal stre•s caused b 5 bod 5 ft•rccs a•oci- 
atcd x•ith the hieh-dcnsity fllt pillox•. in our companion paper 
[Gnma and Ricluml•tm. this issue] xxe cxtcnd the mudcling of 
continental flits bx incorporating a fullx x iscoclastic rhcolog5 
(both linear and nonlinear) fi•r models ol the stresses derixed 
frt•m, fllt pillox• l,,r the inlYrred !'rcc.tmbrian rilt traderlying 
the New N!adrid seismic zone. Fhc primao difference between 
the viqc•clas•ic and elastic mt}dc!• is the deeroe to •hich 
stresses ,• e l• ansierred hom x• oak to Mro•i• lax c• s, chang•ne 
the thickness ol !it•ClS supporting bcnd•ng st•c,ses. In this 
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Table 1. Maximum Horizontal Stress Orientations Determined From Breakouts in the Amazonas Basin 
Latitude, Longitude, S•, and Standard Top Breakout Bottom 
Well Name deg deg Deviation Interval, m Interval, rn
LUC-4-AM -4.873 -65.132 18" _+ 9 ø 2100 23.00 
LUC-5-AM .-4.872 -65.111 20 ø _ 7 ø 2100 2',36t[) 
LUC-7-AM -4.871 -65.143 23 ø +_ 6 ø 2090 2410 
RUC-5-AM -4.911 -65.292 30 ø +_ 8 ø 2230 26,•) 
,, 
From Weller [1903]. 
paper the principal objective is to show that stresses a sociated 
with the rift pillow are potentially as large as regional stresses 
due to plate tectonic prcx:esses. Thus, although we recognize 
that an elastic rheology is clearly an oversimplification for the 
lithosphere, our results in the companion paper comparing 
elastic and viscoelastic models demonstrate that the first-order 
effects of rift pillows can be established using an elastic rheo- 
1ogy. This is especially true if, as we presume, the local stresses 
generated today arise from a structure formed hundreds of 
millions of years ago. Whatever viscoelastic relaxation took 
place in the Amazonas rift has long since ended, and we are 
left with the load primarily supported elastically. 
Grid and loading information for the modeling are shown in 
Figure 2. Grid geometry and density information are based on 
profiles B-B' and C-C', two different cross sections roughly 
perpendicular to the rift axis (see Figure 1) [after Nunn and 
Aires, 1988]. The grid for profile C-C', shown in Figure 2a, 
crosses the rift at the point where the rift pillow has its maxi- 
mum width of about 200 km and occurs near a bend in the rift. 
The grids for profile B-B', shown in Figures 2b and 2c, cross 
the rift where the rift pillow has a more typical width of 100 
km. All grids shown in Figure 2 have a lithospheric thickness of 
i00 km. A 3000-km-wide coarse grid centered on the rift axis 
with 1859 quadrilateral elements in a state of plane strain was 
used for profile C-C' (Figure 2a). The models for the narrower 
profile B-B' (Figures 2b and 2c) utilized a 2650-km-wide fine 
grid with 4860 elements having about twice the spatial resolu- 
tion of the coarse grid in Figure 2a. Profile B-B' was modeled 
with both a coarse- and a fine-scale representation of the rift 
pillow load, as shown in Figures 2b and 2c, respectively. 
The boundary conditions for all models include horizontal 
displacement pinned at the center of the base of the model to 
constrain rigid body translation, stress-free dges of the grid 
far from the rift axis, and Winkler restoring forces at all density 
interfaces. The edge boundary conditions are justified by the 
assumption tMt, after hundreds of millions of years, the load 
of the rift pillow is supported by local shear stress and not by 
the distant edges of the grid. The Winkler restoring forces are 
proportional to the density contrast across the interface and 
model an isostatic gravitational restoring force associated with 
the deflection of density interfaces. The reference lithosphere, 
taken from the gravity modeling of Nunn and ,4ires [1988], 
consists ofa 20-km-thick surface layer of density 2750 kg/m -•, a 
34-kin-thick lower crustal layer of density 2850 k,g/m '•,and a 
lithospheric mantle layer of density 3300 kg/m 3. We assume a 
Poisson's ratio of 0.25 and a constant Young's modulus of 70 
GPa for the lithosphere, except for basin sediments, which 
have a lower Young's modulus of 700 MPa. 
The loads in the model are included as density contrasts with 
the surrounding lithosphere, also taken from the gravity mod- 
eling of Nunn and Aires [!988]. For model C-C' shown in 
Figure 2a, these include a positive 151.) kg/m '•contrast between 
the rift pillow and the surrounding crustal material and a 
negative 200 kg/m 3contrast between the low-density basin fill 
sediments and the crust. For the coarse B-B' profile model 
shown in Figure 2b, a similar low-density basin fill was used, 
and positive density contrasts of 250 kg/m 3and 150 kg/m 3 were 
used between the rift pillow and upper and lower crustal ma- 
terial, respectively. For the fine B-B' profile model shown in 
Figure 2c, we have specifically included negative density con- 
trasts associated with deflection of midcrustal and Moho 
boundaries. Since only anomalous mass is considered in our 
models, the calculated stresses represent those due solely to 
the anomalous density structures. Furthermore, we assume a 
lithostatic reference state of stress in the lithosphere [McGarr, 
!988]. We would have to use artificial horizontal boundary 
conditions to achieve a lithostatic reference stress state if grav- 
ity acted on the entire density structure. Thus the total stress 
state is the sum of our calculated compressional and tensional 
stresses due to the anomalous density, any regional stresses, 
and the reference lithostatic stress. The total stress state is 
always compressional, even when our predicted stresses are 
tensional. To emphasize this point, we refer to our calculated 
tensional stresses as non!ithostatic tension. 
Results of Modeling 
The predicted stresses for the central portion of profile C-C' 
are shown in Figure 3. The complete grid extends horizontally 
from -1000 km to +2000 km. Loads in the model (areas of 
nonzero density contrasts) are indicated by shading and have 
been shown in greater detail in Figure 2a. The general stres•s 
pattern computed for this simple model applies to all models: 
maximum compression directly above the rift pillow, maximum 
nonlithostatic tension below the load, a neutral plane near the 
middle of the lithosphere, and stresses of opposite polarity on 
the flanking flexural bulges. The largest compressional stresses 
for this model occur near the surface above the rift pillow aM 
have a magnitude of 99 MPa. Comparable magnitude non- 
lithostatic tensional stresses develop below the rift pillow in tl•e 
lower lithosphere. Stresses decrease rapidly away from the 
buried rift and are very small beyond the central position of the 
grid shown in Figure 3. This is consistent with local support for 
the buried load and the stress-free boundary conditions as- 
sumed for the edges of the model. 
Results for the more typical rift profile B-B', using the fine 
resolution grid and coarse loading geometry of Figure 2b, are 
shown in Figure 4. The stress patterns are very similar to tht>se 
for profile C-C', except hat the maximum compressive stress. 
magnitude above the rift is now !05 MPa. The similarity ia 
stress patterns for the two loads indicates an insensitivity to 
grid resolution and width. In order to test the role of 1oa•d 
resolution, however, we present amodel in Figure 5 for profile 
B-B' with the much finer resolution of the anomalous densixty 
material shown in Figure 2c. This model includes negative 
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Figure 2. Central portions ofthe two-dimensional fi ite lement grid.,, u.•cd in the qudx (,,e½ Figure I for 
location of profiles). All grids extend vertically over a 100-kin-thick lithosphere and consist ofelastic quad- 
rilateral elements in a state of plane strain. The bounda• conditions include 11) pinning the horizontal 
displacement at the center of the base of the grid to constrain r gid body translation, strc•-frce dges and top, 
and (2) Winklcr estorin,, tbrccs at all dcnsit• interfaces proportional to the dcn•it• contrast acros• the 
interface. The vertical scale is the same It•r Figures 2a-2c, while the horizontal scale is tx•icc a• large for Figure 
2c. (a) Central portion of the 1859 element coarse grid fi•r profile C-C', which extends from -II•M km to 
+201}0 km horizontally. A positive density ctmlrast of151} k,, m • i• a•t•ciated x•ith the rift pillox•. Ancgatixc 
density contrast of -}(}1} k-m '• is associated with Iox•-dcnsilx basin •cdimcnt•. (b) Central portion oI the 
48(,U-•lcmcnt li c grid with the coarse loading gcomctr• for prolilt B-B'. Fhc complete grid cxtcndq from 
- I000 km to +2650 km horizontall). The narrox•cr rift•illm• for prolilt !I-B' ct,n•i•t• of 251} kg m •and 1511 
kg m • dcnsitx contrasts bctx•ccn the ritt pillow and upper and 1ox•cr u,al rcK-rencc m:ttcrial, rcspcctixel). 
a• well as l(•x•-dcnsitv basin sediments with a density contrast of -21111 kg m '•. (c) Central portion ol the 
48(,0-clement li egrih with the linc loading gcomctr5 fi•r prolilt B-B'. Fhe complete grid extends from -- 
2b. km to +265(I km horizonlal!•. in addition to the den•it) contra•t• in Figure there are dcn•it• contra•t• 
-l()l} kg'm '• and -451} kg n• '• associated with deflections t•l' midcrustal and gloho intcrfacc•, rc•pcct•cl). 
There i• also a -•(}(I k,, m • density contrast a  the basc ol lhc structure associated •ith dellcotton ofthe rift 
pillox• across the 
densif,' contra.q.• ot 11}11 kgm '• and 4511 kg m '• d.•.•ociatcd x• ith 
deflections of the upper crust across a midcrustal bt,undar5 and 
of the 1ox•cr cru•t across the gloho. rcspcctivcls. in addition, 
there is a ncgatix c 31)1} kg m s load beneath t e rift pillow x• hcrc 
it is deflected across the Moho. Fhc load is much n•t•rc rcal- 
istic,dlx included in thi,model. but the pattern of the predicted 
qrc•c is xc• qimilar to that of the ct)itrsc loading gc•m•ctr) 
ca•c in Figure 4. The oxcrall ,rc•,magnitudcs urc reduced 
bout 15' • compared toFigure 4, which rcsult• primart!5 l'rtm] 
lh. deflection of!ox•cr-dcnsit) material acr(•ss denstix bot•nd 
aries at m•dcrustal nd Moho depths. l'hu• the pattern of the 
predicted strc,,,,c,, is rather in,,½nsitixc to details of the loading 
,,tructurc. i'hi,, is ol bcnclit, gixcn the rather poor inl•rmation 
available about the detailed •ubqt•rface distribution of anom- 
alous tlcns•t). • 15', unccrtaint• in model strc•c• i• x•cli 
x• ithin the r,mgc of Mrcsscs predicted for x arkms modcl• con- 
sidered hcrc and d•c• not atl•'ct an 5 ctmclusions about the 
rclatixc c•mtribution of ril't-gcnc•alcd •trcsxc• to the Iotai 
qrcss l•cltt. 
bestial luctt•rs 'alfcct he ma ,nitude of the cornpro ion pcr- 
pcndicul,tr tO lhe •it't axis. Fhc c include the ,lmount 
,tlous mass, the x• ]dlh t•l the ,in•n],tl•tts bodx, and the thickness 
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Figure 3. Predicted nonlitho•tatic stresses using the coarse grid and coarse loading geomet• for profile 
C-C' [at•er Nunn and Aires, 1988] across the Amazonas rift. The rift pillo• is widest along this profile. 
Horizontal compressire stresses • large as •9 MPa develop abm e the buried rift. See Figure 2a for other 
details of the density distribution. See text for other details. 
over which the load is .supported. There is more anomalous 
ma.•.,, for profile C-C' than for profile B-B' (,Figure 2), but the 
dccreasc in •idth for profile B-B' almost exactly compensates 
for the smaller m,t.,,.,,, rc.,,ulting in •c D, similar predicted strcs.s 
magnitudes for the t•o cases. Lithospheric thickness also plays 
a fundamental role in determining stress magnitudes, with 
bending stre.,,.,cs increasing •ith thinner lithosphere and de- 
creasing with thicker lithosphere. A model for profile C-C' 
x•ith a litho.spheric thickness of 150 km products stress pat- 
terns •,ery similar to those shown in Figure 3, with a reduced 
maximum compressire stress magnitude of 63 MPa. Maximuln 
compre.ssive .•trc.,,.s magnitudes incrca.sc to 122 MPa if the litho- 
spheric thickness is decreased to 70 kin. ttox•ever, for lithos- 
pheric thickncs• an)' smaller than about 70 km, the neutral 
plane mo•,.cs to .,,uch a shallo• depth that nonlithostatic 
hori ontal tension is predicted at depths where the thrust- 
faulting carthquakc.s hax e occurred. Our linitc clement mod- 
eling thus indicates that support of the rift pi!!o• generates 
rift-normal horizontal compresslye stresses above the neutral 
plane v• ith magnitude.,, in the range of •0-120 MPa, with values 
of 81)-100 MPa probably mos! representative of the overall 
structure. 
Limits of Modeling 
The finite element modeling utilized in this study is based on 
a purely elastic theology. As discussed in our companion paper 
[Gnma and Richardson, this issue]. while including aviscoela:- 
tic rheolo•L•j, is physically more rez, listic, it does not change the 
basic results. Namely, in all ca.ses gravitational forces acting on 
the high-density rift pillow induce stresses perpendicular tothe 
rift with magnitudes in the range of 60-120 MPa. With a 
viscoelastic theology, stress is transferred from layers hax ing 
short relaxation times to the elastic portions of the model. To 
first order, the same results are obtained x•ith the elastic the- 
ology by having elastic layers with high Young's moduli corre- 
spond to viscoclastic layers with very long rclaxation tim•..s. and 
haxing elastic layers with iox• Young's moduli correspond to
viscoclastic layers with short relaxation times. The major ben- 
efit of the viscoclastic approach is prediction of strcsbc• tor 
times of the order of the relaxation time, but Ior the.so ancient 
rifts the relaxation times arc probably fairb, short compared to 
the ages of the structures. 
We have also explored the sensitivity ofthe modeling to.suit: 
to the boundary conditions. The maximum comprc•s•xc 
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magnitudes change xer) little, less than 5 ø , if the bounda D 
conditions on the lateral edges of the model arc changed from 
•,trcss-Ircc to fixed. This indicates that the lead is supported 
!oca!!x and not by the edges of the model, •.hich arc arbitrar).. 
Thus the choice of edge boundar 3 conditions ha., ertl) minor 
influences on the magnitude of predicted stresses, and the 
general pattern near the lead is unchanged. 
The choice of reference model also plays an important role. 
A.., discussed abo•,c, we have assumed a !ithostatic reference 
qate and ha•c chosen to •ork cxclusi,•e b with anomalou• 
densities. This dictates the way in x• hich the Winklet restoring 
Iorccs arc used. If the models use actual densities rather than 
anomalous densities then all isostatic supperi for detleclions 
of the lithosphere occurs at the base of the lithosphere x•hcre 
a',thcnosphcrc has bccn displaced. If on!.• antm•alous dcnsilies 
re used then the Winklet restoring forces must be applied at 
ach dcnsi b interface in the reference model. The ln•dcls 
,bean in Figures 3-5 'ill indicate a •,ertical componcnl of 
nonlithostatic tension abtwe the lead resulting from the tl{•v• l- 
•ard deflection of the upper surface. For example, if the upper 
•,urtacc is deflected 31}0 m lhc x erticdl stress at the surlace of 
the model is zero, but compared to the rcfcrcncc unddonned 
hthosphcrc at an equal depth of 300 m, the model is dcticicnt 
in vertical stress by the cquixalcnt el 31•t) m o' rock. Thu• a• 
mentioned previously the model strcs,,cs represent departures 
from the stress .,,tare of rctk:rcncc lithosphere. The vertical 
stress in the lithosphere i.?, nexer tensional and hence. the 
vertical stresses in Figurc.• 3-5 mu•,t be interpreted with cau- 
tion. Fortunateb, x•c arc pnm-•ril) concerned • ilh the addition 
el the horizontal local stress due to the rift pi!lov, and the 
horizontal regional stress, and our modeling indicat½• that the 
hori tmtzd componcnt• el stress are not xcrs. sen•,itixe to th,. 
vertical distribution of the Winklcr restoring foree.g. 
Stress Rotation Due to Rill-Normal Compression 
l'hc finite clement models el the Amaztm,t.• ritt indicate that 
compressire stress magnitudes in the upper lithosphere related 
m support of the rift pillo• rangc from 60 to 12• MP• •ith 
xaltJc• el bl}-ll•(} MPa probabl 5 mo%t rcpre,entati•c o the 
oxcrall ,truelure. l'hesc •trc, magniludc• arc •gn•ticant com- 
pared to cst•malc• 1 other torcc• acting tm and strc•mg th 
lithosphere, such as plate ttri• ine Ibrcc•. Fhc ridge push tk}rcc 
is prt)babl) the dominant plate drixmg t•rc• '•cting on the 
S•mlh kmcric,m plate [',•t• bnu'• and Ju dr, ! t 92; Rich 
19, 2]. l'hc magniludc of l. he ridec push force per uml length oI 
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ridge can bc reasonably well determined from the cooling 
prolile of oceanic lithosphere and is estimated at 2 to 3 x llJ 12 
N m- • [Frank, I •)72' t-h,pcr, 1975; Parsons and Richter, 1 
If this load is supported across the entire 100-kin thickness 
asstimed for the lithosphere in our models, it is cqui'•alcnt to 
an axerage horizontal stre.,,.,, related to ridge push of only about 
20-30 MPa. If the load is supported across a !ithosphdrc with 
:.u] cquixalcnt elastic thickness of 50 kin, the resulting incrage 
huri ontal stress is 40-60 MPa. 
The influence of the local rift pillm•-induccd stress on the 
regional stress licld depends on both the orientation of the rill 
rclatixc to the regional stress and on the ratio of local to 
regional stress magnitudes. A imple, but important, observa- 
tion regarding the signilicancc of this local rift-normal com- 
pression is the !argo apparent rotation of the maximum hori- 
ontal stress (3 •t ..... ) in the x icinity of the Ama/ona.• riff relative 
to the regional b-W direction :t.• .•ccn in Figure i. 'ks discussed 
bx Sonder [1991} 1 and bat'/, [ It tI2], the amount olrotation 3' 
m a horizo!•t:tl plane of ,I regional S tt.... direction due to a 
supcrpt•.•cd local dcviatoric uniaxial .,,tress tr• is given by 
,•in 2 0 
tan 23' =/, _ co• 2o (1) 
x•here 3' is the angle between the regional S/t . and the result- 
ant local S•t ...... (clock•isc angles positive), 0 is the strike of the 
rift relative to the regional S•t .... orientation (scc inset in Fig- 
ure 6 for definition of the angles), and k is the stres.• ratio, 
determined as foiloxus: 
/. = (S. ..... - S, ..... ,)/tr/. t2) 
which is the ratio of the regional horizontal stress difference to
the local uniaxial stress. Note that the regional horizontal 
stress difference isproportional tothe maximum regional hor- 
I 
izontal shear stre•s, 5 (S•t•., - Sh, ..... ). The amount of rotation 
3' Ior various k values for a superposed uniaxial compression 
plotted in Figure 6. 
In the case of the Ama onas rift, as noted by Zobacl, [ 19921, 
the o• trail E-W strike of the Amazonas rift is generally parallel 
to the mean regional S•t, ..... orientation; thus 0 ,• 11 ø _+ 10'. 
can bc seen in Figure o, for small 0 ([0] < 10 ø) large rotation, 
(>75 ø) occur Ibr k < 1.0, that is, when the local uniaxial strc,.• 
dominates the regional horizontal stress difference. The nc• 
breakout stress orientation data from the northern margin 
the Ama onas rift shown in Figure I suggest ,l mean local 
maximum horizontal principal stress orientation of aboul 
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N15øE; hence the actual stress rotation (relative to the E-W 
regional S•t,,,,) may be closer to •/ = -75 ø rather than 90 ø. 
Reference to Figure 6 indicates that for a rotation of-75 ø and 
small 0(0 -< -10 ø, note a negative 0 is required to give the 
proper sense of rotation), the k value is constrained to the 
range 0.25 < k < 1.0. Thus o' L must be between 1.0 and 4.0 
times larger than the regional stress differences, St• .... - S h ...... . 
As described above, the finite element modeling suggests a 
mean rift-normal compressive stress value (crt.) of about 80- 
100 MPa (with a modeled range of 6.0-120 MPa). Therefore 
the predicted regional horizontal stress differences, S•t..... - 
S• range from 20 to at most 100 MPa for 0.25 < k < 1.0. 
Resultant Local Stress Magnitudes 
While the superposition of a local uniaxia! stress can rotate 
the horizontal stresses, the local horizontal stress difference (or 
equivalently, the horizontal shear stress, ince the horizontal 
shear stress is half the horizontal stress difference) is also 
modified bythe superposition of the local stress. This is true 
whether or not a stress rotation is observed. Both the magni- 
tude of the resultant local horizontal shear stress and the 
amount of stress rotation are functions of th.e .stress ratio k = 
[{St• .... - Sh•)/trt.] and the orientation of the rift. Using the 
same geometry defined for computing stress rotation above 
(see inset in Figure 6), we can show that a normalized, result- 
ant, local horizontal shear stress R is (see the appendix) 
where Stt, and S•,, are the resultant maximum and minimum 
horizontal principal stresses, respectively. The choice of the 
positive or negative root in (3) depends onwhether o not he 
sense of shear on the rift structure changes sign (relative to the 
regional horizontal stress difference) as a result of the super- 
position ofthe local stress. The appropriate r x.•ts are deter- 
mined by the critical rift strike direction, 0, which corresponds to a 45'" local stress rotation (13'1 = 45•'), whic , from (!), occurs 
when 
cos 20, = k. (4) 
Thus the proper roots fo'r (3) are 
k ,m cos 2 0 
k • cos 20. 
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The R values derived from (5) are plotted in Figtire 7. For 
/, > 1.0 (when the regional hori ontal strc• difference is 
greater than or equal to the local uniaxial strc•s •'r•} R is 
always po•itixc, achicxing a maximum value at itel = t U, when 
the !t,cal q]'css adds dircctl) t() the regional Sit , and a min- 
inlunl value at { = (I, xxilcn •r/ is superposed on,q ,. ... . ,Xh • 
bcconlcs !argo (i.e., •/ •ccomc• quite •mall compared to the 
regional qrc• diffcrcncc} there i• Ic• xariation in R. 11ow- 
cxcr, fi)r • = 4 (regional ht)ri/ontal strc•s difference is 4 tinlc• 
a ), there h brill about 21J' ( vanati m in the R xaluc bctx•ccn 
the. 0 • 0 and (tiff c. xtrcnlcs. 
In contraM, when the local q•es• ,r; cxcccd• the regional 
hori ontal strc•s differonto {• < !.l}}, broth pt•iti•c and ncg- 
atixc v,llucs ol R arc obtained, x• ith R being multixalucd (•) at 
the critical strike anelc 0, e•xcn in 14). Once agaiii, the mini- 
munl amplification of the resultant horizontal shear sires.-, oc- 
curs when 0 = 0 *. Howcx er, in this case, vcD' large amplilic' 
riores arc possible when Iol = 90' 
As described in the prcxious section, in the vicinity of the 
Xmazonas rift the inferred T = -75 ø rotation of the rcgiona' 
stress licld implies 0.25 < • < 1.0 (Figure 6). Correspond- 
ing b, as shox•n b5 the qladcd box in Figure 7, the sign of th[ 
resultant local horizontal shear stress i• opposite that ol t.h• 
regional qlcar strcsb (R < O), consistent with the ob•cncd 
!ar,,'c stress rotation. Fhc resultant nornlalizcd horizontal shca• 
strebb is either reduced or anlplilicd, depcnding on thc actual 
• value. [-or • > (1.5 (It)c'tl unimxial comprcbsion at least x•ic• 
the rcgit)nal strcs• difference) the resultant shear stress i• •t. 
duccd rclatixc to the regional valtic [lt{l < 1.()). 1 !m•c•cr, h)! 
• xalucs bcmccn 11.5 and "$ " 0._• (1oc'd st[ess _ to 4 times tht 
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regional horizontal stress differences, respectively) the local 
resultant horizontal shear stress is amplified by as much as a 
factor of 3 for k = 0.25 (see Figure 7). 
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to predict how the 
stress rotation and the change in the local horizontal stress 
difference actually influence the likelihood of frictional failure 
in a regional thrust-faulting regime, such as applies to the 
Amazonas rift. The maximum shear stress that drives thrust 
faulting is the difference between the maximum horizontal and 
vertical stresses, whereas the stress rotation and R value only 
provide information on the stress difference in the horizontal 
plane. As mentioned previously. the model vertical stresses in 
Figures 3 through 5 are the anomalous tresses compared to a 
reference undeformed lithosphere. In all the models analyzed, 
:,•me vertical nonlithostatic tension develops at seismogenic 
depths. Since the actual vertical compressive stress increases 
from the deflected free surface and not from the undeformed 
free surface, the model vertical stresses must be interpreted 
with caution. However, any modeled nonlithostatic tension has 
the effect of increasing the shear stress on thrust faults. To 
accurately predict the resultant stress state at depth, however, 
we need to know any changes in vertical stress plus indepen- 
dent information on the relative magnitude of the regional 
stresses magnitudes, Shin,. and S..,•c to determine if the result- 
ant local maximum shear stress (S., - S,,, ) is large enough to 
generate faulting. Detailed discussion of all possible stress 
states at depth in the vicinity of the Amazonas rift is beyond 
the •ope of this paper. Some specific examples of ranges of 
supertx•sed stresses on different stress regimes, including a case 
similar to the Amazonas rift, are described in the next section. 
Po,tential for Fault Reactivation: 
End-Member Cases 
In the previous sections we described two coupled effects 
resulting from superposition on the regional stress field of a 
local uniaxial compression derived from the rift density struc- 
ture. The first effect is a rotation of the horizontal stress di- 
rections, and the second is a modification of the magnitude of 
the horizontal shear stress. Both effects influence the potential 
reactivation of preexisting structures and, as described below, 
may act in concert to either enhance or inhibit the likelihood of 
faulting in the vicinity of old rifts. Thus stress rotation could 
result in old rift fault zones being "favorably" oriented with 
respect o the new local stress field. but at the same time, it 
could reduce the local horizontal shear stress relative to the 
regional horizontal shear stress. 
It is instructive to first evaluate two end-member examples 
of superposed rift-normal compression: (!} in which the an- 
cient continental rift is perpendicular to the regional S. ...... 
orientation (Figures 8a and 8b), and (2) in which the ancient 
rift is parallel to the regional S..,• orientation (Figures 8c and 
8d, similar to the Amazonas case). Stress magnitude-with- 
depth plots for both thrust and strike-slip regimes on Figure 8 
illustrate. ina general way, the effect of the superposed local 
rift-normal compression, trt.. In all cases the magnitude ofthe 
regional intermediate stress S: is assumed tobe the arithmetic 
mean of S• and S3 (S2 = (S• + S.•)/2), a common assump,- 
tion about the crustal stress state due to lack of information on 
true stress magnitudes. Three possible values for trr are con- 
side red on each plot. 
1. A small ocal uniaxial siress, cr• :,, which eorres:lx•nds to 
k := 2,{•: 
"The variable {r t corresponding to/, = I 0' 
3. A large local uniaxial stress, •r t •,' which corresNmds to
k = !}.5' 
The simplest case occurs when the rift strikes perpendicular 
to the regional S., orientatic,m (0 = +t•,}o Figures 8a and 8b). 
Superposition of a• increases the magnitude of S, ....... , raising 
it tO Sit, = SHIn • + trt. and leaves the magnitude of the 
minimum horizontal stress unchanged, Sh, = S• ....... . As shown 
on Figure 6, for 0 = •)o no stress rotation occurs, regardless 
of the k value. •e resultant change in horizontal stress dif- 
ferences is 
yielding, when normalized by the regional horizontal stress 
difference (see (5)), 
R= I + 1/k 0= z .... 0 {7) 
As shown in Figure 7, this always results in amplifications of 
horizontal shear stress: for k < 1.0 this amplification can be 
quite large. As shown on the stre•s-depth plots in Figures 8a 
and 8b, the increase in S•t ..... magnitude directly increases the 
magnitude of S• (maximum compressive principal stress) in 
both strike-slip and thrust regimes regardless of the k value, 
resulting in an increase in the maximum crustal shear stress 
and hence enhancing the likelihood of hulting in either stress 
regime. Interestingly, at present we are aware of no modem 
analog for such a geometo' of an ancient rift which strikes 
perpendicular to the regional maximum horizontal compres- 
sion direction. 
When the rift strikes parallel to the regional Stt=•, orienta- 
tion (0 = 0 ø, Figures 8c and 8d), it is more difficult to predict 
the effect of the superN•sed riff-normal compression on the 
likelihood of faulting. Unfortunately, this geomet• is relatively 
commc)n (e.g., Amazonas rift, New Madrid (Reelfcx•t) rift, and 
Midcontinent rift in the central United States). In this case, 
superposition of •rz increases the magnitude of minimum re- 
gional horizontal stress, raising it to Sh. = Sh,•.•, + {rt, while 
leaving the magnitude of the maximum horizontal regional 
stress unchanged {S, = S•t,, ..... ) {Figures 8c and 8d}. The 
resultant horizontal stress difference is 
and tl•e normalized horizontal shear stress is (from (5)! 
R = I - !/k 0=0 ø. (9} 
Thus R•r 0 = 0 ø, the resultant horizontal shear stress is reduced 
whenever the regional stress difference dominates the k•'al 
uniaxial stress (k > !.0), and no stress rotation c•curs (e.g., 
•:rr ::.,, and {r•., •.. on the stress-depth lots in Figures •.•' and 
}lowever, when the local uniaxial stress dominates (k < !. 
the horizontal stress axes rotate •P (horizontal stress axes 
exchange, .g., trt... , in Figures 8c and -Sd). In this case the 
resultant shear stress can be reduced (1.0 < k < 0.5) or 
amplitied {0 <': k < I}.5)(see Figure 7}. When the k•al 
uniaxial stress is exactly equal to the regional horizontal stress 
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difference (L = 1.0' see crt ,,, on Figures 8c and 8d) for 0 = 
0 ø, a strc,• "cancellation" t)cct•r•, the 
become equal, and hence the rotation is undolined and. cor- 
respondingly, the normalized resultant local horizontal shear R 
must equal {I :l• c.m bc determined b 5 substituting into (9) 
abox c. 
The rcsult• of this tx•o-dimcnqonal anal•bi• for the 0 = 0' 
case can be used to evaluate potential reactivation oF the rift in 
a regional strike-slip regime. A rclatiscl 5 small increase in the 
magnitude ol S,,,,• dt•u Io nupcrposition f {r• decreases the 
m•ximum shear stress and hence would tend to inhibit faulting 
(e.g., ½z:, case in Fieufo •c), ahcrca• it' the local strc• is 
rclatiscl) !argo (•r I ,,• Cane in Figure 8c). both t•[ the resultant 
horizontal stresses cxcccd the xcrtical strc• and the stress 
regime s•itchc• to one 0 thm•t laultin b. 
For a regional thrust-faulting regime it is much more difficult 
to assc• the likelihood of fault reactivation because prediction 
ol the actual change in the maxin•um crt]•lal shear stress (S • - 
S.•) critically depends t)n km)•!cttgc t)f both changes in the 
•crtical qrcs• and on the [clativc magnitudc ol the regional 
S;,.,,,. As noted previously, on all the stress-depth plot• in 
Figure 8 the value of the intermediate stress is sho• n as exactl) 
halt•,;ay bctx•ecn the maximum and minimum stress (,S,,. = 
; (S•t ..... - S [ )) for lack of any additional information. ClearIx [f the truc ,• aluc of the intermediate stress is actualb closer to 
either the maximum or minimum stress, then the effect of the 
superposed stress in the S•,• .... direction may be quite different 
than described below. 
}Iox•,cvcr, it is still useful to examine the effects of variou, 
local superposed stresses on a rcgionai thrust regime for the 
0 = 0 ca.,,c •hown in Figure 8d. For a •mall local uniaxial 
,,tress (•rt. or rrt • in Figure 8d) the resultant horizontal 
•hcar .,,trc•b is reduced. and the maximum crustal shear stre.,,• 
in the thrust regime (Sit -- S i ) remains unchanged' hence the. 
likelihood of rcactb, ation on we!l-oriented structurc• does not 
change. 
In contrast. when the. local stre.,,s cxceed• the regional h •r- 
ßmt d stress difference (k < 1.0, similar to the Amazona, 
case) a oil hod ont'd stress rot'trion is predicted (Figure O), 
and a,, notcd prexiously, the hori ontal •hear .,,tress ma) be 
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Figure 9. Seismicity and maximum horizontal .,,iron.,, directions in the central Ullitcd Statc.•. The klidcon- 
tinent rift (as defined'by the + 15 mGal isostatic residual gr:u, ity contour from the isostatic residual grax it)m,ip 
of the United States [•imp.•on ct ai.. 198b]) and Nc• Madrid riff bountlarie,• 1ttihh',br,,ul, 1o85] shov•n b,•
shading. Earthquake epicenters from U.S. Geological Surxc.• National Earthquake Information Ce ter 
tabase; 3.() < 31 < 4.5 epicenters a eshown by circles: 4.5 < •I < (•.0 epicenter,, are indicated b\ triangles. Linel ngths of stress data are proportional o qu tt5 (A-C data plotted; seebacl• [1.•)[)2] tot 
dc.•cription of quality ranking); center ssmbol indicat½• data t)pc (scc Figure 1). 
amplified (0 < k < t).5) or reduced ((.).5 </, < l.t)). Recall 
tbr the Amazonas case that the rotation on15 constrained/, to 
be bctx•ccn 0.25 and 1.0; thus x• hile the large rotation resulted 
in a hxorablc •tre•s orientation for reactivating old riff-normal 
tatfits as thrusts, we are unable to conclude v,hother the rc•ult- 
ant maximum cru,4'll shear stress that drivc• thrust tirolting 
(S'// - S[ ) is 1ocalN amplified or reduced. 
Application to Other Continental Rills 
In global ,tnalsses of scismicit• in stable continental interi- 
ors Ba•ham [1t)89], Johnston [ 19891, J•dm.•to/t ,m,t KiIzIt;I 
[1 t' I)], :red ,llitchell ,.t al. [1991] noted a correlation [')clx%cell 
'thu occurrence of int• aplatc arthquakcn ,illdancient conlinen- 
tal rift zones. If a dcn.•e. Iox•er crustal rift pill •x•, is a nignilicant 
feature of many such rifts. then the Xma on,•n example ,red 
end-member cases dcncribcd aboxc offer oxidenet that •omc 
rift pillows may local!) modil} the intrapldte stress and en- 
hance the !ikcliho•d of rcactkation ol preexisting fault once, 
thus providil•g a ph)nical cxpl,mation for the obsc•cd corrc- 
!alit)n. l)ocs the pro.sent-day ntrcss field in the • it]nit) t)t •ther 
ancient continental rilt• nllt)• ,Ill} i!•dic,ttion OI the ctlect• ot d 
supcrp{•scd !t•c,II rift-nomlal comprc•ion? 
As described in the con•p,tnion paper bx ,n, a am Ric t- 
,;,t.• n [this issue], 'cismtc tt"act•t)• udi• in the Nc• Mad- 
rid region h,txc idcntil•cd a •il't pillow beneath e N[ trendme 
Rcc!fi)ut lift (l'lgurc tl). In this case the tilt st[•kc• •ubpa 'dlcl 
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to the regional S•tm,•, (0 < +15 ø to +20ø), and stress data 
suggest a possible I0 ø to 20 ø clockwise rotation (3' = + 10ø to 
+ 20 ø) of the maximum horizontal stress (local mean of N75 ø to 
80øE relative to N60 ø to 65øE mean for the rest of midplate 
North America [Zoback and Zoback, 1989]). As can be seen on 
Figure 6, this rotation implies a k value of 1.5 to 2.0 (rift- 
normal compression f one-half to two-thirds of the regional 
horizontal stress differences) and results in a 20-40% local 
reduction in horizontal shear stress relative to regional hori- 
zontal shear stress (see Figure 7). Thus while the stress per- 
turbation results in a local stress orientation more favorable for 
reactivation of the main strike-slip zone along the axis of the 
rift, the local horizontal shear stress is reduced, requiring a 
reduced strength in the fault zone relative to the surrounding 
crust. An implied reduced strength associated with the active 
seismic zone could possibly be related to elevated pore pres- 
sure, as has been suggested by others on the basis of a low- 
velocity zone spatially correlated with the seismicity inferred 
from inversion of local earthquakes [Al-Shukri and Mitchell, 
1987a, b] and from detailed seismic refraction studies of the 
active seismic zone [Mooney et al., 1983]. 
It is interesting to contrast he high level of seismicity in the 
vicinity of the New Madrid rift with the general ack of seis- 
mici• associated with the Midcontinent rift system, asimilarly 
oriented ancient rift structure located 700 km to the NW of the 
New Madrid rift (Figure 9). The southern arm of the Midcon- 
tinent rift extends in a NE direction from eastern Kansas to the 
Great Lakes region and is marked by the largest positive iso- 
static residual gravity anomaly in the United States [Simpson et 
al., 1986]. The source of the observed gravity high along the axis 
of the rift is probably both a densifted upper crest (marie flows 
and sills) and lower crust (sills and/or underplating) [King and 
Zietz, 1971; Behrendt et al., 1988]. The large volume of excess 
mass implied by the isostatic residual gravity anomaly might be 
expected to cause a rather large rift-normal compression. 
Very little stress information exists in the vicinity of the 
Midcontinent rift. As shown in Figure 9, only two reliable 
stress orientation data are available within 100 km of the rift: 
(1) a series of nine stres•s measurements made in granite be- 
tween 500 and 600 m depth near Quimby, Iowa, indicating a 
strike-slip stress regime and a mean Sn ..... orientation ofN52øE 
_+ 5 ø [Haimson and Lee, 1992], and (2) an --•E-W S•.• ..... orien- 
tation inferred from a thrust-faulting microearthquake focal 
mechanism in northeastern Kansas in which the nodal planes 
were constrained to within _+_ 10 ø (D. W. Steeples, written com- 
munication, 1979, in the work by Zoback and Zoback [1980]). 
Both data points are generally consistent with a N65øE +_ 20 ø 
midplate regional S•t ..... orientation and suggest no discernible 
stress rotation (•, <- 20ø). 
The strike of the Midcontinent rift in this region (using the 
axis of the gravity high shown in Figure 9 to approximate the 
shape of the lower crustal dense body) is about N40ø-50øE, 
implying a strike relative to the regional S•t ...... orientation of 
0 = 20 ø +- 2(I ø. Reference to Figure 6 indicates that for this 
small 0 (20 ø +- 20ø), no observable rotation (? < 20 ø) occurs 
when k _-'z- - 1.5 (see shaded area on Figure 7). In this case the 
local horizontal stress difference (shear stress) in the vicinity of 
the rift may be reduced by up to 6()% relative to the regional 
shear stress, a value very similar to that inferred for the New 
Madrid rift as described above. Thus the present-day stress 
state in the vicinity of these two subparallel ancient rifts is 
rather similar, su•ggesting that stress perturbation due to a 
lower crustal rift pillow is probably not the cause of the mark- 
edly different levels of seismicity associated with them. The 
pattern of intraplate seismicity shown on Figure 9 suggests that 
the different levels of seismic activity between the New Madrid 
(Reelfoot) and the Midcontinent ancient rift zones may be 
better explained by a contrast in strength of the lithosphere 
between the old (cold?) stable interior platform region of the 
United States and the surrounding younger intraplate regiom 
that possibly have higher heat flow. Zoback et al. [1993] have 
suggested that in shield and platform regions characterized by 
low heat flow (.---40 mW/m •) the lower crust and upper mantle 
are relatively cold and appear to be so strong that the cumu. 
lative strength of the lithosphere xceeds the force available to 
deform it from such sources as ridge push. In contrast, high 
shear-strain accumulation rates measured geodetically (0.108 
ppm/yr) in the New Madrid region suggest that the lithosphere 
is rapidly deforming in this region [Liu et al., 1992]. 
Comparison With Stress Magnitudes inferred 
From Crustal Frictional Strength Constraints 
The regional stress differences computed from the observed 
rotation and the modeling of the local stress can be compared 
with crustal stress differences determined from the commonly 
assumed model in which the maximum stress differences in the 
upper brittle crust are assumed to be limited by the frictional 
strength of the crust, the so-called "strength envelope" argument: 
S•-P 
S3-P= (5/1 +/22+ /z) 2 (10) 
where S• and S3 are the maximum and minimum principal 
stresses, respectively, P is pore pressure, and/z is the frictional 
coefficient of the optimally oriented faults [e.g., Sibson, 1974; 
Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980; Zoback and Healy, 1984, 1992]. This 
frictional coefficient is generally taken as/z = 0.60-0.85 based 
on laboratory and in situ stress studies, the so-called Byedee's 
law [Byerice, 1978; Zoback and Healy, 1984, 1992]. For a re- 
gional thrust-faulting stress regime, St = S•t,,• and S3 = 
(considered the most appropriate for the Amazonas region on 
the basis of the regional earthquake focal mechanisms). Equa- 
tion (10) yields (S• - S3), or equivalently, (Sn•,• - 
values of about 800 MPa for 20 km depth for/z = 0.65 and 
hydrostatic pore pressure (P = 0.3737S•,). If we assume that 
S [,,.,. isequal to the lithostat and that the magnitude of S2 ( = 
S•,,,.,,) ismidway between S • and S 3 (for lack or any additional 
information on the magnitude of S2), then (10) implies a 
regional horizontal stress difference (S•t ..... - S•,m•,) of
MPa at 20 km depth. As described at the end of the stress 
rotation section, the observed ---75 ø stress rotation indicates 
values between 0.25 and <1.0. If we use the mean modeled 
rift-normal compressional stress of 80-100 MPa, then these k
values imply a regional horizontal stress difference (S,• - 
S•,,,,,) of between 20 and 100 MPa at the most. Theretore the 
stress difference predicted by the frictional faulting strength 
envelope is 4 to 20 times higher than that implied by the 
observed rotation and the modeled magnitude of the rift stress. 
This discrepancy between the strength envelope prediction 
and that inferred from the stress rotation does not necessafi}y 
imply that the frictional strength model for lithospheric stress 
differences i  wrong or inappropriate, As mentioned previ- 
ously, we have no independent information on the relative 
magnitude of the regional intermediate stress, S2 = 
Regionally, in the interior of South America, S2 may not be 
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exactly halfway between S• and S3. If S2 is actually closer in 
magnitude to S•m• •, then (S•m• ' - S• .... ) < 400 MPa. Alter- 
natively, the pore pressure may be elevated at depth, effectively 
reducing the normal stress magnitudes. To explain the very 
small (S•,•, - S•2n,•t, = 20-100 MPa) values inferred from the 
•(S + S.•) the modeling and stress rotation and for S2 =; • , 
pore pressure values at20 km depth must be'between 0.96S•.• 
and 0.84S [., respectively, or very close to lithostatic. While the 
elevated pore pressure xplanation may be appealing to ex- 
plain the occurrence of the deep earthquakes, the consistent 
S•t•.,, orientations obtained from shallow ell bore breakouts 
(average depth about 2.5 km) imply that the local stress is 
always greater than the regional horizontal stress difference. 
Conclusions 
Analysis of the regional tectonic stress field within the South 
American plate indicates a general pattern of E-W maximum 
horizontal compressire stress probably derived largely from 
compressional plate driving forces, including ridge push and 
convergent margin forces acting along the plate's primarily N-S 
western boundary. Within the Brazilian cratom in the vicinity 
of the E-W trending failed Paleozoic Amazonas rift, both shal- 
low breakout data (2.0-2.6 km depth) and crustal earthquake 
focal mechanisms (20-45 km depth) suggest a nearly 90 ø ro- 
tation of the maximum horizontal compressive stress to a N to 
NNE direction. The source of this local stress rotation is at- 
tributed to the addition of a local rift-normal compressire 
stress related to support of a dense lower crustal "rift pillow," 
most probably a zone of mafic intrusions formed during the 
rifting. The geometry and density contrast associated with the 
Amazonas rift pillow were determined from gravity modeling 
constrained by seismic reflection data on the rift basin geom- 
etry in the upper crust [Nunn and Aires, 1988]. 
The local stress caused by body forces associated with the 
high-density rift pillow was determined using two-dimensional 
finite element modeling assuming a purely elastic rheology. 
The principal objective of this paper was to demonstrate that 
stresses associated with ancient rift pillows are potentially as 
large as or larger than regional stresses due to plate tectonic 
prtx:esses and to describe the effect of the superposition of the 
local rift-pillow stress on the regional stress field. Thus, al- 
though we recognize that an elastic rheology is clearly an 
ovenimplification for the lithosphere, a much more rigorous 
viscoelastic modeling of the crustal structure associated with 
the New Madrid rift zone in the companion paper by Grana 
and Richardson [this issue] demonstrates that the first-order 
stress effects of rift pillows can be established using an elastic 
rheology. 
Results of the finite element modeling of the Amazonas rift 
indicate that elastic support of the dense lower crustal rift 
pillow can generate rift-normal compressional stresses in the 
upper crust b.etwecn 60 and 120 MPa, with values of 80-1½}0 
MPa probably most representative of the overall structure. 
Using a previously derived expression for the amount of rota- 
tion as a function of strike of the rift relative to the regional 
stress field, we interpret he observed •90 ø stress rotation as 
indicating that the ratio of the regional horizontal stress dif- 
ference to the local rift-normal stress k must be between 0.25 
and < 1.0, implying regional horizontal stress differences be- 
tween 20 and < 100 MPa. These values are significantly ess 
than the predicted maximum stress difference (Stt.•.• - S•) of 
about 8IXI MPa for midcrustal depths in a thrust-hu!ting stress 
regime determined from lithospheric strength envelopes based 
on the frictional strength of the most well-oriented faults. This 
difference may be explained by a relatively small difference in 
horizontal stress magnitudes at depth possibly related to ele- 
vated pore pressure ffects. 
in order to evaluate whether or not the superposed rift stress 
may be a major contributing factor to the association of in- 
traplate seismicity with a number of old zones of continental 
extension, we derived a general expression for the modification 
of the local horizontal shear stress due to superposition f the 
local strexs. Whether or not the superposed horizontal rift- 
normal compression tends to increase the likelihood of ffi.c- 
tional failure (increase the maximum crustal shear stress) in an 
intraplate setting depends on the orientation of the rift relative 
to the regional Stq• direction, the ratio of rift-normal stress 
relative to the regional horizontal stress difference, and the 
stress regime. Both a stre• rotation and a modification of the 
horizontal shear stress potentially influence the reactivation of 
preexisting structures. These effects may act in concert to ei- 
ther enhance or inhibit the likelihood of faulting in the vicinity 
of old rifts, or alternatively, they may compete with one an- 
other and make it difficult to predict the tx•tential effects on 
fault reactivation. 
The finite element modeling of the stress:es a•ociated with 
the Amazonas rift crustal structure demonstrates that rift~ 
normal compressive stresses can be a significant source of 
stress compared to other broad-scale mumes of stress acting 
on the lithosphere (such as the those derived from the plate 
driving forces). The role of such rift-normal stresses on local 
seismicity and stre• can vary considerably between ancient 
rifts, depending on a number of factors. These factors include 
the geometry of the rift compared to the regional S,%• direc- 
tion, the magnitude of the rift-normal compression, and 
whether the local stress regime is strike-slip or thrust. In the 
Amazonas rift case, the ~75 ø rotation of the stress field only 
loosely constrains the ratio of the local rift-normal stress rel- 
ative to regional horizontal stress difference because of the 
geometry ofthe rift axis and the S•,• direction. The resultant 
horizontal shear stress could be either amplified or reduced 
relative to the regional horizontal shear stress. Furthermore, 
because the stress regime both locally and regionally appears 
to be one of thrust faulting, it is difficult to predict how any 
change in horizontal shear stress may impact he likelihotxt of 
thrust fault reactivation (which depends on the difference be- 
tween the maximum horizontal stress and the vertical stress). 
The modeled rift-normal compressive stress asstx:iated with 
the seismically active New Madrid ancient rift [Grana and 
Richardson, this issue] appears ufficient to rotate the horizon- 
tal stress field --• 15ø-20 ø clockwise to an orientation very favor- 
able for reactivation of steep strike-slip faults parallel to the 
axis of the rift. However, a 20-40% reduction in the local 
horizontal shear stress would accompany such a rotation. 
Stress data in the vicinity of the seismically quiescent Midcon- 
tinent rift of the central United States are sparse but suggest a
stress state similar to that in the vicinity of the New Madrid 
seismic zone, suggesting that stress perturbation asscx:iated 
with the dense k)wer crustal rift pillow is probably not the 
cause of the markedly different levels of seismic activity asso. 
ciated with the two ancient rifts. The significantly higher seis- 
micity and relatively rapid strain accumulation rates [Liu et al., 
1992] in the New Madrid seismic zone indicate that the !itho- 
sphere is more easily deformed in that region relative to the 
Midcontinent rift. 
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Sh' 'sH' 
Figure Ai. Mohr's diagram for resultant stress tate (super- 
position of regional stress and local uniaxial stress): 'r is shear 
stress and (r,, is normal •tress. 
Appendix: Normalized Resultant Horizontal 
Stress Differences 
Following Zoback [1992] and using the geometry shown in 
the inset in Figure 6, we can express the magnitude of the 
resultant horizontal stresses due to a superposed uniaxial com- 
pression crt. in a reference principal stress coordinate system 
(regional Sn,, .... = x axis, after Figure 6): 
I 
'r•,. = r crz. sin 2 0 ( A 1) 
1 
tr,=S, ....... + r o'• {1- cos 2 0 ) (A2) 
. 
1 {r,, = Sh ....... + r crt,(1 + cos 20) (A3) 
where 0 is the angle between the strike of the rift structure and 
the regional Sn•,,• direction. 
The resultant local horizontal principal stresses, Sn, and 
Sh,, can be determined irectly from the two-dimensional Mo- 
hr's circle (Figure A1) representing the horizontal stress tate 
given in (AI)-(A3). The center of the Mohr's circle is given by 
C' 
! 1 
and the radius r is equal to half the resultant horizontal stress 
differences 
r = t_ (S,,- Sh,). (A5) 
.. 
From Figure A1 the radius of the Mohr's circle is also given by 
r: = (tr• -- cl 2 + r•,,. (A6) 
Substituting (A1)-(A3) into {A6) gives 
r:= {} [(Sn ....... - S•,.•.,,) - •r•, cos 20]}: + [} (try. sin 20)] 2 
r 2 I 2 = j [(Sn ...... - S•,,,.,) - '•trt(S H .... - Sa,. .. ... ) cos '20 
+ ½r]• cos 220 + •'r]. sin 2 20]. (A7) 
Replacing cos: 20 + sin 2 20 with I gives 
• - S• ....... )2_ •cr•(S. . ... - Sh.,.•i COS V0 + r: =  [(Sn ...... - - 
(AS) 
and dividing through by (S•t ...... - S•,.•,,) 2 yields 
r2/(Sn ...... - S• ....... )2 = •[1 - (2•t, cos 20}/(S. ....... - 
+ cr•./(Sn ..... - S• ...... )-']. 
Recall that the stress ratio k is defined as k = (Sn•,- 
Sh, ..... )/cry. and substitute 
1 
r"/(Sn ...... - S• .... )2-= 7 [1 - (2 cos 20)/k + 1/k"]. (A10) 
I (Sn, - Sh,) yields Replacing r from (A5), r = ;- 
I • 1 
•(Sn,-Xh.):/(Sn ...... -S• ..... )'=7 [1 -(2cos20)/k+ 1/k"]. 
(All) 
Defining R as the ratio of the resultant horizontal stress dif- 
ference to the regional horizontal stress difference or, equiva- 
lently, the ratio of the local to regiona! horizontal shear stress, 
we have 
R = (SH,- Sh,)/(Snm,,- Sh .... ')- (A12) 
We get the following expression for the normalized resultant 
horizontal stress differences: 
or 
R"= [1 - (2 cos 20)/k + l/k-'] (A13) 
R = +_ ¾'1 - (2 cos 20)/k + l/k-'. (A14) 
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